ART. 28]                                 A BENT BOW.
Eliminate j3 and we have
281
which is the equation of the three moments when the flexural rigidity is not uniform. When the weight w per unit of length is not constant, we may include the weight in the term W.   We put W—wdx and integrate that term throughout each of the spans.
27. A bent bow. A uniform inextensible rod, used as a bow, is slightly bent by a string tied to its extremities. It is required to find its form.
Taking the string as the axis of CD, the statical equation is
evidently                         — = ±K -5-^ = Ty.....................(1),
where T is the tension of the string. Let A, B be the extremities of the rod, C a point on the rod at which the tangent is parallel to the string. Let OG be the axis of y. Then since dy/dx vanishes when # = 0 and decreases algebraically as a increases, d^yjdot? is negative. In forming (1), p has been taken as positive, we must therefore give the second term the negative sign. Putting T=Kn* for brevity, the equation gives y=hcosnx ...............(2),
where h is the versine of the arc formed by the bow. It is obvious that unless the conditions of the problem make h small, we cannot reject the terms containing (dy/dx)2 in the expression for p in equation (1).
The form of the curve given by the equation (2) is sketched in the diagram. It appears therefore that the bow may take the form ACB, the string being attached at A and B. It may also take the form ACB' with the string attached at A and B', and so on.
28. We may • easily find a second approximation to the solution of the differential equation. This is perhaps necessary, for, owing to the smallnes's of the inclination of the rod to the string, if the ordinates near B were slightly decreased, a considerable change might be made in the distance OB.
If we substitute for p its full value, the differential equation
(I)T..................<n
becomes
,
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